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CASDA SIAV2 service + DataLink

- SIAV2 interface
- List of observations around a 2MASS object at 344.72 -55.97
- DataLink with authorization
List of CASDA observations around 344.72 -55.97
Authorization
DataLinks for a Dataset

Download data product via web (size: 110534896 bytes)
Download data at Pawsey Centre. Note: Only users from within PSC network can access the data through this link. Only use if you currently have access to Pawsey facilities. (size: 110534896 bytes)
Scripted file access via Web (size: 110534896 bytes)
Scripted file access via Pawsey Centre. Note: Only users from within PSC network can access the data through this link. Only use if you currently have access to Pawsey facilities. (size: 110534896 bytes)
Simple cut-out service
Scripted cut-out service
Full dataset download
• Start from a list on AllSky
• Select one object
• Browse the recursive DataLink
• Select previews and metadata
CALIFA galaxies on all sky
Selection of a galaxy. DataLinks
Preview has been selected
Recursive DataLink display and access to full datacube
CADC observations around NGC 6946

- Select via ObsTAP (Aladin generic TAP Interface)
- Field of view display
- Select cutout in DataLink
- Select full display of jcmt measurements
CADC ObsTAP selection around NGC 6946
DataSet Field of View
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Available DataLinks
Cutout interface
JCMT cube display